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Epidemiology & Public Health


During Jan 5–14, 2023, we collected serum samples from 1500 patients aged 1–99 years at The First Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou University of Chinese Medicine (Guangzhou, China), around 1 month after the zero-COVID policy was ended. Serum samples were tested using ELISA, with ORF8 protein used as the detection antigen (appendix p 1). The demographic information of patients and ELISA results are shown in the table. The overall positive rate of ORF8 ELISA was 61·5%. The samples were further stratified into five age groups with positive rates of 66·2% in group 1–17 years, 71·3% in group 18–39 years, 54·1% in group 40–59 years, 55·8% in group 60–79 years, and 64·5% in group 80–99 years.

2. **Notes from the Field: Epidemiologic Characteristics of SARS-CoV-2 Recombinant Variant XBB.1.5 - New York City, November 1, 2022- January 4, 2023.** Luoma E et al. *MMWR Morb Mortal Wkly Rep.* 2023 Feb 24;72(8):212-214. doi: 10.15585/mmwr.mm7208a4. [https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/72/wr/mm7208a4.htm?s_cid=mm7208a4_w](https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/72/wr/mm7208a4.htm?s_cid=mm7208a4_w)

The SARS-CoV-2 Omicron XBB.1.5 variant, a recombinant variant of Omicron BA.2.75 and BA.2.10, was first detected in New York City (NYC) in October 2022. As of January 7, 2023, XBB.1.5 was the predominant variant in NYC, accounting for 81% of sequenced specimens; at that time, only 26% of sequenced specimens nationwide were XBB.1.5. In addition, in December 2022, only 5% of sequenced genomes in the rest of New York were XBB.1.5, suggesting that NYC was likely the epicenter of XBB.1.5’s emergence in the United States. The World Health Organization has noted that XBB.1.5 does not carry any mutation known to be associated with a potential change in severity, such as the Delta spike mutation P681R; however, there are currently limited data available about disease severity in human populations. Because NYC witnessed the emergence of XBB.1.5 before much of the United States, and the NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene (DOHMH) routinely links whole genome sequencing and epidemiologic data, DOHMH is uniquely positioned to characterize this subvariant. Although a higher percentage of patients infected with XBB.1.5, compared with those infected with a
co-circulating variant, were younger, identified as racial and ethnic minorities, and lived in high-poverty neighborhoods, and a lower percentage had completed a primary COVID-19 vaccination series with ≥1 dose of monovalent vaccine booster, there was no evidence of a difference in disease severity.

**Survivorship & Rehabilitation**


**RESULTS:** Symptom rebound was identified in 26% of participants at a median of 11 days after initial symptom onset. Viral rebound was detected in 31% and high-level viral rebound in 13% of participants. Most symptom and viral rebound events were transient, because 89% of symptom rebound and 95% of viral rebound events occurred at only a single time point before improving. The combination of symptom and high-level viral rebound was observed in 3% of participants.

**LIMITATION:** A largely unvaccinated population infected with pre-Omicron variants was evaluated.

**CONCLUSION:** Symptom or viral relapse in the absence of antiviral treatment is common, but the combination of symptom and viral rebound is rare.

**PRIMARY FUNDING SOURCE:** National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases.


This preliminary report suggests that rebound after clearance of test positivity or symptom resolution is higher than previously reported. However, notably we observed a similar rate of rebound in both the NPR treatment and control groups. Large studies with diverse participants and extended follow-up are needed to better understand the rebound phenomena.

**Therapeutics**


Among outpatients with mild to moderate COVID-19, treatment with ivermectin, with a maximum targeted dose of 600 μg/kg daily for 6 days, compared with placebo did not improve time to sustained recovery. These findings do not support the use of ivermectin in patients with mild to moderate COVID-19.

**TRIAL REGISTRATION:** ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT04885530.

Our propensity score-matched, retrospective, observational study in patients hospitalized with severe COVID-19 showed no difference in mortality but significantly fewer adverse effects with baricitinib compared with tocilizumab. Our data suggest that baricitinib may be a better choice when treating patients with severe COVID-19, but additional prospective, randomized trials are needed to help clinicians choose the most optimal drug.


Among outpatients with COVID-19, treatment with COVID-19 convalescent plasma reduced the rate of all-cause hospitalization and may be most effective when given within 5 days of symptom onset and when antibody titer is higher.


In patients hospitalised with COVID-19 receiving oxygen therapy, this trial ruled out, with 0.95 confidence, a treatment effect of ciclesonide corresponding to more than a 1 day reduction in duration of oxygen therapy. Ciclesonide is unlikely to improve this outcome meaningfully.

TRIAL REGISTRATION NUMBER: NCT04381364.


Helmet noninvasive ventilation did not reduce 180-day mortality or improve HRQoL compared to usual respiratory support among patients with acute hypoxemic respiratory failure due to COVID-19 pneumonia.

This study highlights the importance of hand hygiene practices during an outbreak and the difficulties faced by older facilities, many of which have infrastructural challenges. The latter reinforces the need to incorporate infection control standards into healthcare planning and construction.

**Vaccines / Immunology**


COVID-19 mRNA vaccination and/or prior SARS-CoV-2 infection provided protection against COVID-19-associated hospitalizations and ED/UC encounters regardless of variant. Staying up-to-date with COVID-19 vaccination still provides protection against severe COVID-19 disease, regardless of prior infection.


Vaccines against different SARS-CoV-2 variants have been approved, but continued surveillance is needed to determine when the antigen composition of vaccines should be updated, together with clinical studies to assess vaccine efficacy.


Taken from the largest U.S. cohort of patients with SARS-CoV2, our results demonstrate the association of even partial vaccination with lower risk of MACE after SARS-CoV-2 infection.

**Women & Children**


ZF2001 is safe, well tolerated, and immunogenic in children and adolescents aged 3-17 years. Vaccine-elicited sera can neutralise the omicron BA.2 subvariant, but with reduced activity. The results support further studies of ZF2001 in children and adolescents.

FUNDING: Anhui Zhifei Longcom Biopharmaceutical and the Excellent Young Scientist Program from National Natural Science Foundation of China.

TRANSLATION: For the Chinese translation of the abstract see Supplementary Materials section.

Multisystem inflammatory syndrome in children (MIS-C) is a complication of SARS-CoV-2 infection; in the U.S., reporting of MIS-C after COVID-19 vaccination is required for vaccine safety monitoring. Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine was authorized for children aged 5-11 years on October 29, 2021. Covering a period when ~7 million children received vaccine, surveillance for MIS-C ≤90 days post-vaccination using passive systems identified 58 children with MIS-C and laboratory evidence of past/recent SARS-CoV-2 infection, and 4 without evidence. During a period with extensive SARS-CoV-2 circulation, MIS-C illness in children after COVID-19 vaccination who lacked evidence of SARS-CoV-2 infection was rare (<1 per million vaccinated children).
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